Jen Croneberger

Jen Croneberger is a widely sought-after speaker for
corporations, schools and universities, organizations and
teams all over the country and is the president of JLynne
Consulting Group, LLC.

Most of her last 10 years have been spent working with people of all ages, from all walks of life,
instilling confidence and building deeper connections and awareness. Her Master’s Degree is in Sports
and Performance Psychology and some of Jen’s clients have included professional athletes and big
Division 1 programs across the country.
Jen was consulted by MTV’s show “MADE” as a mental skills/fear coach for one of its subjects in the Fall
of 2007. She has also been interviewed on four different occasions by Philadelphia’s ABC affiliate,
Channel 6 Action News and was selected by the Chester County Chamber of Business and Industry as
the 2009 Female Business Leader of the Year.
Jen has been on the TEDx stage as a speaker three different times in 2013 and 2014. She runs a group
coaching program called the Soul Tribe Evolution Project, has a radio show called The Possibility
Project, and writes monthly columns for a variety of publications. She published her first book in 2012,
called “These Five Words Are Mine.”
Jen was named “Best of 2015 and Best of 2016: The #1 Motivational Speaker in the Philadelphia and
Washington, DC Regions” respectively, by Thumbtack based on client reviews.

Here are some of the places Jen has spoken:

TESTIMONIALS:
Jen pulled us out of a jam when the original speaker we had booked cancelled last minute. Her topic, presentation and
attitude was spot on. Thank you Jen.
- Frank R, Century 21

Jen offered such unique and powerful insight to our team. She was encouraging, funny, engaging, and knew how to
resonate with the entire group. The fact that she can offer so much insight to a group of auditors is a testament to the
fact that she has so much to offer to people of every walk of life – from children to adults, from athletes to businessmen
and women.
- Megan S, QVC Global Summit

I ran up to hug you after the event because I couldn’t believe how you hit on everything I needed to hear. I’ve attended
many seminars and I’ve never heard anyone so real. Thank you.
- Jennie R, Construction

You brought something really valuable to our students in a way we haven’t had here. The way you connect with these
kids is remarkable. They’ve never been so riveted in an assembly. Holding the attention of 300 6th graders is a feat in
and of itself, but they were really captivated by you. You are relatable.
- Carol D, Education

I went to a team building seminar that Jen had at Penn Oaks. It was excellent! She took the group back to the basics. Kept
it simple. I left the seminar with so much knowledge. I felt refreshed! Felt motivated! So much so that I immediately
asked my boss to bring her into our company. Like Jen said, keep it simple, CTC–Control the controllable. I highly
recommend Jen to any team!
- Kristin K, Banking

